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Abstract 

In this paper, we address several issues that are imperative to 

computational Grid environment such as handling resource 

heterogeneity, execution of more than one job by each 

processor at a given time, communication latency, throughput, 

response time, resource utilization and load balancing. We 

address these issues by proposing dynamic and decentralized 

load balancing algorithm for real-time physical computational 

grid environment. Grid is the collection of geographically 

distributed computing nodes where each users job can be 

executed on the grid environment. The proposed algorithm is 

suitable for small-scale real-time distributed and hierarchical 

computational grid environment. The distribution of user jobs 

on grid environment using variable CPU usage, in order to 

minimize response time, communication latency, average 

response time and maximize throughput, resource utilization. 

The proposed approach has been rigorously examined over 

the real-time physical grid environment of seven computing 

nodes. The experimental result proves the superiority of 

proposed algorithm over existing benchmark techniques 

implemented over the GridSim Simulator.      

Keywords: Grid Computing, Load Balancing, Response time, 

Resource utilization, Resource heterogeneity, Throughput, 

Communication latency. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Grid computing is a type of distributed system that supports 

the sharing and coordinated use of geographically distributed 

and multi- owner, multi-administrative domain resources that 

share the same goal of solving large-scale applications [8].  

Distributed systems are collection of heterogeneous 

computing nodes connected by a high bandwidth 

communication network. Through the communication 

network, the resources of the system can be shared by users 

from different locations. However, a fundamental problem 

arises in making effective use of the total computing power of 

a real-time physical distributed computing system. It is often 

the case that a certain compute node has very few jobs to 

handle at a given time, while another compute node has many. 

It is desirable to distribute the total workload of the distributed 

system over all of its computing nodes. This avoids under-

utilization of computing power, and decreases response time 

for work introduced at more heavily loaded computing nodes. 

This form of computing power sharing for improving the 

performance of a distributed system by redistributing the 

workload among the available computing nodes is commonly 

called “load balancing”. The purpose of load balancing is to 

improve the performance of a system by redistributing the 

workload among computing nodes, thus improving the 

response time, communication latency, throughput and 

resource utilization. Resource management and load balancing 

are key grid services, where issues of local balancing 

represent a common concern for the most grid infrastructure 

developers [11]. The computing power of any system does not 

increase proportionally with the number of resources 

involved. Therefore there is a need to continuously monitor 

that some resources do not become overloaded and some 

others stay idle. The essential objective of a load balancing 

consists primarily in optimizing the average response time of 

applications, which often means maintaining the workload 

proportionally equivalent on the entire resources of a 

computational grid system.  

Grid load balancing is based on the idea of migration of load 

from heavily loaded compute node to the lightly loaded 

compute node. The problem starts with to determine when and 

where to migrate a load or task [2].  

In traditional research, load balancing algorithms can be 

classified as centralized and decentralized. In the centralized 

approach, there is only one node making load balancing 

decisions, and all the information have to go through this 

node. All the jobs in the system are allocated by this node to 

the other nodes to be processed. So there may be the single 

point of failure. In decentralized approach, all nodes involved 

in the load balancing decisions. Though, it is more robust than 

the centralized one, it is costly for many nodes to maintain 

load balancing information of whole system in decentralized 

approach. Most decentralized approaches have each node 
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obtaining and maintaining only partial information locally to 

make suboptimal decisions [6]. 

Generally, a load balancing scheme consists of three phases: 

information collection, decision making and data migration. 

During the information collection phase, load balancer gathers 

the information of workload distribution and state of the 

computing environment and detects whether there is a load 

imbalance. The decision making phase focuses on calculating 

an optimal data distribution, while the data migration phase 

transfers the excess amount of workload from overloaded 

resources to the under loaded resources [5]. 

 

Load Balancing Steps 

There are four basic steps that nearly all dynamic load 

balancing algorithms have in common [5] 

 Load Monitoring: Monitoring resource load and state of 

each node in grid. 

 Synchronization: Exchanging load and state information 

between resources. 

 Rebalancing criteria: Calculating the new work 

distribution and making work moment decision. 

 Job Migration (Actual data movement): Migrate load from 

heavily load node to lightly load node  

 

Types of Load Balancing Algorithms 

Load balancing mainly deals with distributing a set of 

independent jobs among all the computing nodes of the grid 

such that the jobs are uniformly distributed and none of the 

nodes are overloaded or under loaded. There are two methods 

of performing load balancing – static method and dynamic 

method [7]. 

 

A. Static Load balancing method 

Static load balancing methods assume that a priori 

information about all the characteristics of the jobs, the 

computing nodes and the communication network is known. 

Load balancing decisions are made deterministically or 

probabilistically at compile time and remain constant during 

runtime. The static method is attractive because of its 

simplicity and the minimized runtime overhead. However, it 

has two major disadvantages. Firstly, the workload 

distribution of many applications cannot be predicted before 

job execution. Secondly, it assumes that the characteristics of 

the computing resources and communication network are all 

known in advance and remain constant. Such an assumption 

may not apply to a distributed environment. Because the static 

approach cannot respond to the dynamic runtime 

environment, it may lead to load imbalance on some nodes 

and significantly increase the load balancing time.  

 

B. Dynamic Load balancing method 

The dynamic load balancing methods attempt to use the 

runtime state information to make more informative decisions 

in sharing the systems load. Despite the higher runtime 

complexity, dynamic algorithms can potentially provide better 

performance than static algorithms. Dynamic load balancing 

algorithm is preferred for heterogeneous grid computing 

systems where the load balancing is perform at run time. The 

decentralized algorithms are scalable and have better fault 

tolerance. The decentralized approach is preferred because 

elements of the network may vary in capacity or number 

during run time. Although, the decentralized approach is best 

suitable for grid computing systems with heterogeneous 

resources.  

 

RELATED WORK 

Most of the Load Balancing algorithms in Grid computing 

environment are implemented using GridSim Simulator. 

Neeraj Rathore et al. [1] presented a hierarchical load 

balancing technique, which is based on variable threshold 

value. The attempt has been made to solve the problem of 

load balancing while maintaining the resource utilization and 

response time with the help of sender initiated policy. The 

proposed technique is suitable for dynamic and decentralized 

grid environment. The author has also done comparison of his 

result with the results of reference algorithms. The proposed 

load balancing technique is implemented by using GridSim 

Simulator 4.0. The author has also proposed migration steps 

for migrating job from heavily loaded computing node to 

lightly loaded computing node 

B. Priya et al. [5] proposed Grid architecture for Load 

balancing an assessment. The author has intended to propose a 

scheduling algorithm to improve the performance in an e-

governance application for effective scheduling of the various 

tasks. 

N. Malarvizhi et al. [6] proposed hierarchical Load Balancing 

algorithm for Grid Computing Environment and also compare 

the results with MELISA, LBA, PIA algorithms 

Ruchir Shah et al. [8] Proposed Adaptive and Decentralized 

Load Balancing Algorithms with load estimation for 

Computational Grid Environments. For small-scale grid 

system, Load Balancing on Arrival algorithm (LBA) has been 

proposed and for Large-scale grid system, Modified Estimated 

Load Information Scheduling Algorithm (MELISA) has been 

proposed. 

We have proposed algorithm for a computational grid 

environment that are based on variable CPU usage where as in 

the design of Load Balancing on Arrival (LBA) algorithm, the 

load balancing is carried out based on estimation of expected 

finish time of job for the buddy processor.  

 

PROPOSED REAL-TIME SET-UP OF 

COMPUTATIONAL GRID ENVIRONMENT 

The Proposed hierarchical Real-time Prototype model of Grid 

Computing Environment consisting of seven computing nodes 

of heterogeneous type. It is a hierarchical structure of 

computing nodes which is group together with the help of 

LAN and implemented on Ubuntu 14.04 LTS. LAMP (Linux 

Operating System, Apache HTTP Web Server, MySQL and 
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PHP) software is installed on all computing nodes of grid 

computing environment. All the computing nodes are work as 

FTP Server by installing FTP on all computing nodes. All the 

computing nodes are communicating and synchronize with the 

help of LAMP and FTP software. Filezilla Software is also 

installing on all compute node for establish connection among 

all the computing nodes. CURL (Client Uniform Resource 

Locator) is installed on all the compute nodes for executing 

user jobs. This model has three levels: L1-Grid Scheduler 

node, L2- Cluster node, L3-Computing nodes to the clustering 

nodes. The entire computing nodes will communicate 

amongst the hierarchy with the LAN connectivity [11].  

Fig. 1 shows the hierarchical structure of Computational grid 

environment. 

 

Figure 1: Hierarchical Structure of Grid 

 

GRID ARCHITECTURE FOR LOAD BALANCING 

 

Figure 2: Grid Architecture 

 

In Fig. 2 the grid scheduler receives the jobs from the grid 

users and stored in First-Cum-First-Served (FCFS) manner 

with hostname (IP-Address), filename and arrival time of the 

job. The job of a requested grid users is executed by  

allocating computing nodes and send the result with finish 

time of the job to the grid scheduler and grid scheduler send 

result to the requested grid user. Grid Scheduler is  running on 

the Grid node (Maser node), select feasible resources for these 

jobs according to acquired information from the Grid 

Information Service Module (GIS). The Grid Information 

Service module is keep track of IP address of compute nodes, 

% CPU Usages , based on CPU Usage threshold of Compute 

nodes, the compute node is idle, heavily loaded or lightly 

loaded and finally job allocated to the repective compute node 

based on the information from GIS[5]. 

 

COMPUTATION OF CPU USAGE 

The various pieces of information about the kernel or system 

activity are available in the /proc/stat file. All the number 

reported in this file are aggregates since  the system first   

booted. This statistics varies with the architecture.  The 

/proc/stat file contain information in ten columns. The 

meaning of the columns are as follows, from left to right: 

- 1st column: user – normal processes executing in user 

mode 

- 2nd column: nice – niced processes executing in user 

mode 

- 3rd column: system – processes executing in kernel 

mode 

- 4th column: idle- twiddling thumbs 

- 5th column: iowait – waiting for I/O  to complete 

- 6th column: irq – servicing interrupts 

- 7th column: softirq – servicing software interrupt 

request 

- 8th column: steal – counts the ticks spent executing 

other virtual hosts 

- 9th column: guest – counts the time spent running a 

virtual CPU for guest operating systems under the 

control of the linux kernel 

- 10th cloumn: guest_nice – running a niced guest 

 

5.1  CPU Usage Algorithm 

1. Extract the File /proc/stat from the OS 

2. Read the contents of first 7 columns 

3. While (1) 

{ 

4. Calculate CPU time = Aggregate (user + nice+ system + 

idle + iowait + irq + softirq) 

5. Avg. percentage idle CPU = (idle*100)/ (user + nice+ 

system + idle + iowait + irq + softirq)  
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6. Percentage CPU Usage = 100 - Avg. percentage idle 

CPU 

7. Display CPU Usage 

} 

 

PROPOSED DYNAMIC LOAD BALANCING 

ALGORITHM (DLBA)  

Start 

Flag= 0; 

Arrival of new job at Grid Manager node; 

Flag= 1; 

If(Grid Manager node is idle or lightly loaded) 

{ 

   Start execution of job at GM node 

} 

While(Flag = = 1) 

{ 

  Search for idle or lightly loaded node; 

  Send the job to the compute node; 

  Start execution of job at that compute   

   node; 

} 

Stop. 

 

Job Migration Algorithm: 

The Procedure for the job migration from highly/overloaded 

node to the idle/lightly loaded node (Sender initiated 

algorithm) 

Start 

If (Job allocated to node is highly/over loaded) 

{ 

   Suspend the job from the allocated node; 

   Search for the idle/lightly loaded node; 

   Migrate/send the job to the idle/lightly 

   loaded node;  

   Start execution at migrated node; 

} 

else 

Start execution at allocated node; 

Stop.  

 

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND DISCUSSIONS 

Here, we present the results of real time execution of batch of 

jobs on physical grid computing environment and compare the 

performance of proposed algorithm with other existing 

benchmark algorithms. 

In this section, we have evaluated the performance of our 

proposed Dynamic Load Balancing Algorithm (DLBA) with 

Load Balancing on Arrival (LBA) algorithm and Modified 

Estimated Load Information Scheduling Algorithm 

(MELISA). As DLBA is proposed for small-scale grid 

computing environment, we have conducted experiments on a 

real-time grid with 7 compute nodes as shown in Fig. 1. The 

proposed DLBA algorithm is based on grid architecture for 

load balancing as shown in the Fig. 2. We have executing 

batch of 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 jobs and measures the 

performance of DLBA. 

DLBA also takes into account the job migration cost and job 

size is in KB which not affect the job migration costs. The 

performance of the algorithm is based on the number of 

computation perform by the job and not by the job size where 

as in LBA and MELISA the performance of algorithm is 

based on job size. The distribution of jobs on real-time grid 

computing is based on variable CPU usage of each compute 

node which is maintained by GIS (Grid Information service 

module). 

Our algorithm also considers overheads of job migration due 

to the large communication latency between grid resources. 

DLBA makes a decision of job migration based on its CPU 

Usage of compute node.  

All the time units are in seconds, so the performance metrics 

(execution time, communication time, response time, average 

response time) are also measured in seconds.   

The experimental results shows that proposed DLBA 

algorithm gives 15% better performance than existing LBA 

algorithm and 10% better performance than MELISA 

algorithm for heterogeneous real-time grid computing 

environment as shown in Fig. No. 3 to Fig. No. 8. 

 

 

Figure 3: Total Execution Time comparison 
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Figure 4: Total Communication Time comparison 

 

 

Figure 5: Total Response Time comparison 

 

 

Figure 6: Average Response Time comparison 

 

Figure 7: Percentage Resource Utilization comparison 

 

 

Figure 8: Percentage Resource Utilization comparison for an 

Algorithm 

 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper different load balancing approaches have been 

discussed. The prototype model for real-time set up of 

computational grid environment and a Sender Initiated 

Dynamic, decentralized Load Balancing algorithm have been 

proposed for evenly distribution of jobs among computing 

nodes of Grid computing environment. The objective is to 

minimize response time, communication latency, and average 

response time for the jobs that arrive at the Grid system for 

execution and maximize resource utilization, throughput. A 

variable CPU Usage of computing node is used at each level 

for the allocation of resource for executing a job. We 

rigorously examined proposed algorithm on the real-time 

model of Computational Grid environment. The results have 
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been provided to depict the effectiveness of the proposed 

DLBA algorithm over existing benchmark LBA and MELISA 

algorithms.    
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